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ABSTRACT

Nonlinear inductors and resistors have been used for

many years for a number of important applications, and yet

nonlinear condensers have never been used commercially. In

O" fact the nonlinear dielectrics suitable for circuit applica-

tions have not been known. In recent years, however, certain

high-dielectric-constant ceramics consisting of barium

titanate and mixtures of barium and strontium titanates

have been developed. These ceramics are nonlinear ferro-

electric dielectrics similar in many respects to Rochelle

salt. They have a Curie point, cofresronding to the temp-

erature at which th, dielectric constant reaches a maximum

value. Below this temperature electrical hysteresis is

found and above it the reciprocal of dielectric constant

increases linearly with temperature.

-tigzJ, d the nonlinear dielectric proper-

ties of barium titanate and barium-strontium titanate with

special emphasis on those properties that are pertinent to

the design of nonlinear condensers for circuit applications,

In order to carry the investigation to the highest possible

field strengths, w-$ean- necessary to use samples in the

-form of thin sheetS6 whie . ,, a=;d. measuring

circuit makes use of a General Radio type .916-A impedance

b which measures the h igh-frequency impedance of a

: sampie o~denser eontnining the dielectric in question.

I , (t
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In addition to the high frequency mea.uring voltage a

relatively large tiasingfvoitage is applied, which may

be d-c for the first type of measurement or low frequency

a-c for the second type of measurement. The impedance of

the condenser is measured versus the d-c or instantaneous

value of a-c biasing voltage. For measurements of the

second type, an oscilloscope is necessary as a bridge balance

indicator. W e ..i.rd -jie dielectric constant versus

field strength, temperature and frequencYk-V results are

given in the figures included in this report.

The second type of measurement is necessary in order

to predict the operation of a nonlinear condenser as a

modulator. We find that at temperatures above the Curie

point the results of this method agree well with measure-

ments by the first method, but below this temperature the

two methods give different results, especially with respect

to loss. In fact the losses are so much greater when

measured by the second method than by the first method

at temperatures below the Curie point, that the Usefmlness

Of these no'linear dielectrics for circuit elements is

Seyero-, restricted in this range.

At tempeatures above the Curie point we find a

definite relation between dielectric constant and biasing

voltage, which we have expressed in the form of an equation.

This equation makes use of a new parameter, namely the

9 -
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critical field strength which reduces the dielectric

constant t- half its initial value at low field strength.

The critical field strength increases rapidly at

temperatures above the Curie point. Therefore, if the

dielectric is to be used at temperatures higher than the

Curie point, but not so high that the critical field strength

exceeds the maximum allowable operating value, the useful

temperature range is thereby limited. We find that on

this basis the barium-strontium titanate has a useful

temperature range which is almost six times that of

Rochelle salt. Furthermore, the range of barium-strontium

titanate can be centered at any desired temperature by

adjusting the composition. Although both the critical

field strength and the initial dielectric constant change

very rapidly with temperature in the above operating range,

they can partially compensate for each other's changes so

that the dielectric constant at a given field strength does

not change nearly so rapidly versus temperature.

In measuring the dielectric constant and loss versus

frequency we found a surprising series of resonance phe-

nomena which occurred only during or after application of

a moderately strong. d-c field.. Upon application of a weaker

field of reversed polarity the resonances could be "erased".

The resonance frequencies were found to be relatively in-

dependent of field strength and temperature except that they

disappeared above the Curie point. The resonance frequencies

X zi;.::; .':
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were finally shown to correspond to the mechanical modes

of vibration, a fact which proves the existence of a new

electrostriction or piezoelectric phenomenon in barium

titanate.

We have considered several circuit applications,

which seem feasible,, using barium-strontium titanate as

a nonlinear dielectric. These include: Harmonic

generation, frequency control and modulation, amplitude

modulation and amplification. In addition, we have

worked out the details for the design of an original

phase-modulator circuit suitable for" use in a frequency-

modulation transmitter. This method allows the direct

modulation of phase over a range of several cycles without

vacuum tubes, thus permitting a substantial simplification

in the circuits now used-in frequency modulation transmitters.

• -
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1. Outline of the Problem-

For many years the nonlinea properties aof irit

have been known and utilizedi c~mcta.adpVZ

circuits, The principal applicat.1063 a0e:-,~ae --

-regulation knd cantrol, fteuec muticain

'modulation and amplification,1 2 0 olier resistors, such

as copper-oxide and crystal rectifiers'and thyrite have

like*ise been u~sed successfully in sbae of the above

applicatons4 sl'and In -new ones.1 However, there has been

no commercial application of nonlinear condensers, There

is no lack of uses to. whith a nonlinear conidenser could be

put,. but the required nonlinear dielectrics have not been

known..

Until recently the ontly materials known to have

significant nonlinear dielectric properties were certain I

Piezoelectric crystals, known. as w~eigetto-electricsw, the

prototype of this class being Rochelle salt.(sel de

3eignette).' Rochelle salt Is extremtely interesting from

~a theoretical point of vi~ew and its, Pprprties will be,

considered in-greater detail later., However the,.usdfulness

-of Roohelle salt as a nonlinear circuit, element, ii ,strictly

limited beqas the dielectric properties ddpend'ivery-

crtitically- .upon tempter atiwe. 42 Qthr~ore the ,piezoelectric

nature. of Rodh~lie 'salt- petmits, mechanhical jresonances: to. be

excited. *hich, further. limit the use .of ths material in



high frequency circuits.

Several years ago certain high-dielectric-constant

ceramics consisting of barium titanate and mixtures of

barium and strontiu titanates were developed.2 6 Sinc

that time there has been considerable effort directed

toward the study of these aterials, especially in the

Laboratory for Insulation Research at M.I.T. under the

direction of Prof. A.R. Yon Hippel.27 '2 8 iawy interest-

ing properties of these materials have been discovered

in this laboratory including some nonlinear characteristics

which will be described below. -on the basis of these

results the author was encouraged to undertake a continu-

ation of this research. The object of this work was to

investigate the applicability of barium titanate condensers

as nonlinear circuit elements. It was at first supposed

that after some preliminary "routine" measurements, non-

linear condensers could be designed and circuits demonstrated.

However, the results of the "routinew measurements were quite

,unexpected and indicated that much more complicated phenomena

weie, involved than anticipated earlier* As a result of these

•findings it was decided to redirecet the course of the work

stressing the fundamental dielectric properties of the.

materials rather than the circuit applications. Thus instead

of making only a -few *routine" measurements it 'hs been.

ndcessary to .devote the entire program to a study Of the

nonlinear properties of these materials.

-4i
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2. History of Barium Titanate as a Dielectric-

The earliest reference to the high dielectric constant

of barium titanate, that we know of, is found in a report

of the Titanium Alloy Mfg. Co., dated September, 1942. 26

Subsequent work indicated that the dielectric constant of

barium titanate an4-m tures -of barium and strontium

titanates depends citically on the temperature (but not

so much so as Rochelle salt) and has a sharp, maximum with

a value of 50006r-more at a temperature .depending more

or less 1-4 yon z- he percentage composition.29 For

pure bariit titanate the maximum dielectric constant
comes at -°boii Q while for a mixtur' contaihig

25% strontium tItanate, it occUrs at a temperature- of

about 37°C. The dielectric constants and loss tangents

measured at low field strength for these materials are

shown in figs. I and 2.

The Laboratory for Insulation Research began an

active study of these materials at an early date and has

discovered many new and interesting properties.
2 7'28 Of

particular interest here are the nonlinear dielectric

properties studied by various techniques. In one method

the ceramic condenser is allowed to charge at the specified

voltage for ,one second and then is discharged through a

ballistic galvanometer. The results by this method for a

ceramic containing 75% barium titanate and, 25% strontium

iK
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titanate are shown in fig. 3. The initial dielectric

constant, measured at low field strengths, is relatively dr

small but rises rapidly as the field increases lp to about

0.i rv/re. At still higher field strengths the dielectric

constant diminishes indicating a saturation effect. These

measurements also show that at higher field strengths the

maximum dielectric Constant is sdfted to lower temperatures.'

These conclusions are supported by bridge measurements at

high a-c yoltages using a detectgr which is sensitive only

to the fundamental frequency.

The "ferroelectric" nature of barium titanate, indicated

by the nonlinear dielectric properties described above, was

42
confirmed using the oscillographic method of Sawyer and Tower.

In this method the. horizontal deflection of the oscilloscope

is proportional to the electric field strength, while the

Vertical deflection is proportional to the dielectric polar"

ization. A number of hysteresis diagrams obtained in this

Way' for barium titanate are shdWia in fig.' 4. In these

.. - diagrams the electri.c field has the same peak value of

.48 Mv/m (4800 V/cm) and a frequency of 60 cycles per
* I

sec6nd. , An interestin, result is obtained by plotting the

slope of these hysteresis curves$ measured at the intersection

with the vertia.l axis, 'versus temperature. This curve has a

maxtmura1,- as one wouid' exPpeCti, in, thd iiinity of +1200.

f,
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But it also has maxima at about -10 0C and -9000, at

which temperatures there are rni corresponding maxima in

when Z is measured at low field strengths.

Two discontinuities are likewise found in the thermal

expansion versus temperature in the range -75OC to +180&C.

The upper limits of these discontinuities are about +100C

and +12000. X-ray powder diffraction data indicate a change

in the crystal lattice from pseudo-cubic into cubic above

1200C.

The maximum in the dielectric constant at +12000 is

identified as a Curie point. The evidence for this is,

first of all, the practical disappearance of hysteresis

above this temperature, and secondly, the fact that above

this temperature the dielectric comstant is given by the

Curie-Weiss law.50

where T is the absolute temperature and T. and C are

constants. .The temperatures -. 9 C and- 900C might -be

called ,secondaryf Curie points because they have some of

the anomalous properties commonly associated with the

transition at the Curie point but not all these properties.

VoA Hippel has. polituilated that thesetO, iecondaryCu-ie,

points-may be the temperatures, at which thermal e(gt#.tion

overcmes the spontaneous polarization J the- diretions

of .two. of the Cystal coordinate ,axes respectively, hie

o I .
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at the Curie point, +1200C the spontaneous polarization

n the third and remaining axis direction is finally over-

come.

The fact that there is a pronounced peak in the

dielectric constant at the Curie point but not at the

secondary Curie points for weak fields is explained by

the fact that the only transition from an unpolarized

state to a Spontaneously polarized state occurs at the

Curie point. Above the secondary Curie points the

malterial is already spontaneously polarized and energy

is "requi2red to shift the ,polarization into a different

axis direction. This energy iS supplied by the external

electric field.

We are now beginning to receive reports of work done

on barium titanate in other countries during the war. This

material is listed in the bibliography. 2 1 - 5 and 30-33 incl.

9
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Samples in the- form of thin sheets were choson for

bhis investigation for several reasns. It was clear from

the beginning that operation at very high field strengths

would be required in order to take full advantage of the

nonlinear dielectric properties. On the other hand, the

applied voltages should not exceed several hundred volts 'if

the ceramic condensers are to be useful in ordinary electron-

ic circuits. Furthermore the insulation of our bridge

circuit is limited to about 500 volts and thin d~alectric

samples generally have a greater breakdown field strength

than thick ones, if the electrodes have sharp edges.

Ceramic condensers are no exception to this rule.27 As a

result of these considerations, we were led to *he use of

thin samples which could be conveniently prepared in the

form of sheets.

The.baritig titanate sheets were made on the equipment

and by the methods described by von Hippel.28 The barium-

.strontium titanate sheets were made by similar methods but,

with simpler equipment which we will 'describe later. The

general principles of the method are as follows.

The'ceramic powder is suspended in a toluene ,slip"

with ,a resi: binder and, after proper de-airing, is extruded

on a flat base-.plate that has been p.eviously 6cated with a

thin film- of ethyX cellulose. The extruded sheet, when

nearly, dry, may be readily stripped from the. base,. cut Lu

.),



the form of discs about iW n diameter and fired in a

ceramic kiln. If dtaird, the discs can be fired on a

sheet of platinum foil, in which case the ceramic fuses to

the platinum which can be used as one electrode. After

additional silver electrodes are fired on, the ceramic

condensers are ready for use.

The following formula is copied from von Hippel's

report,2 8 with slight modifications.

1. Staybelite resin 30 g. Hercules Powder Co.

2,. Abalyn 30 V # U

3. Ethyl cellulose 6 4

4. Toluene 140 w (nitration grade)

5. V-495 resin 2 w E.I. Du Pont de NemOurz'

6. Diethyl oxalate 5 a

7. Barium titanate 790 0 Titanium Alloy Mfg,. ,Co,,
or niagara FP1ls, .oY.
(75%Ba/25%Sr)TiO3  750 p

In preparing a batch, the staybelite is melted and the

abalyn added. The ethyl cellulose is then mixed n, followed

by half the toluene. This batch is stirred until solution is

complete. The .V-495 and diethyl bmalate are added to the

remaini' toluene and the two portions cbbined. inally the.

cer amic powder is added to the hot liquid with costant stir-

ring.

To Insuro comltely haogeneo~s, ftred samples, the slip

it ball-uxilled f at, eas w40ura. Atr milling F
N -'
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the slip is passed through a 325 mash screen.. The screened

slip is- then evacuated a.t the vapor pressure .of toluene 'for

15 minutes in order to remove air bubbles. 2he formation of

scum during this operation may be prevented by slow stirring.

The consistency Of the slip obtainable by the procedure out-

lined above is. of importance to the success of the extrusion

operation.

Before the sheets are extrudeda "parting layer" is

applied to.the base surface. This is a thin film of ethyl

cellulose, applied as a 0.5% solution in-ethyl alcohol.

The solution is either flowed on or painted on with a very

clean paint brush, care being taken to obtain an even>-coat.

The film is then air dried and is ready for the extrusion-

operation.

The extrusion machine used for the barium titanate

sheets, has .an endless, stainless steel belt thirty'feet

long and-seven inches Wide. which passes, over rollers about

twelve inches in diameter at opposite, ends of the machine

and is driven at a speed of about 5 feet-per minute. The-

ceramic slip is extruded on to the belt frm a hopper havin

an open bottom five inches wide ,and mounted above the belt

near one end of' the, machne. The. distance. the hopper i s

held, ab6ve ,thebelt detietmines 'the- thickness of the extrued',

lXayer and i"s. accurat#ly ad'Justablb.i

The:- (4-0)TiO .sheets were extrued on glass plates ",

,froii -he4 yke closed by a stia iht s knife bladei - -J operation- -t~o yokeis,,plAced flat on. the, glass: plate.anid,
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the knife blade is adjusted with its edge almost touching

the glass. The ceramic slip is poured into the yoke and

the yoke is pulled slowly across the glass plate leaving

behind it a layer two inches wide which is extruded under

the knife blade*, This method was found more -satisfactory

for making sheets of the required thinness.

* The extruded sheet j' stripped from the base surface

by means of a thin straight blade. If the. sheet is thin,

it has to be stripped almost imaediately after extrusion.

If it is allowed to become too drys it tends to stick; on

the other hand, if it is not dry enough it does not have

the necessary mechanical strength.

After being .stripped, the sheet is- laid flat and

*allowed to dry same more. When dry, it is cut into discs.

A I inch paper punch was foun to be quite well suited for

this operation.-

Some.. of the samples of barium titanate Were fired on

a flat surfade of powder-of the,- same materil... while other

samples were fired directly 6r. platinum foil., At higher

temperatures, the, samplestend to fUse to the platinum

which then makes a very good electrode. The Second

electrode is a spot of,-silver-i paint <dii Pont Paste 4351)

applied- to the, top sUrf gee with a: 'brush, For, samples

without platinum.eleatrodes oi the bottom, the latter

• _-surface6 is -covered with s-1,Vr .paint, instead.. After the-

-i
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of 6000 C for k hour in order to burn on the silver

electrodes.

Table 1 shows the composition and firing conditions
for the samples *6 have measured. These samples are shown

in fig. 5 arranged in nuerical order starting in the upper

left hand corner. The diameter of- the circular piece of

platinum foil under sample 16 is j inch, which determines

the scale of this figure.

Table 1- Composition and Firing Conditions

Sample Conposition Temp."'" Time Surface Thickness
No. fired ,on inches

4 BaTiO3  1300 3 hr. Powder .0085
5 .0077
9' 1550 4 f Platinum .0080

(not fused)
16 (75%BaTi0 3 ) 1400 W Platinum .0042(2S~rTiO3)
18 BaTiO 1500 " " .0036.
23. " . .0041

__ __. $

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
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rr

Fig. 5. Ceramic disc samples with painted silver

and platinum foil electrodes.

Fig. 6. Mounting arrangement showing connections to

impedance bridge.
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III. MkSURING TECHNIQUES

1. Outline of ethos-

In attempting to evaluate the potential usefulness

of barium titanate as a nonlinear circuit element, we

have found the, existing data inadequate. Most of the

circuit applications which we have to consider, especially

those involving modulation, have mne thing in common. They

depend for their operation on the variation in impedance of

the nonlinear element as a function of a wbiasing voltage.

The significance of the biasing voltage can best be

explained in reference to a hypothetical nonlinear con-

denser for which the charge Q. is a given function of the

voltage V.

QIF(V) (1r -1)

If the dieleitrib is an Isotropic aedium, the charge must

be of the same magnitude and, opposite in sign when the

voltage is reversed, thus Q must be an odd function of V.,

F(-V) --F(V) (111-)

.,'The capacitance C at ,a voltage V is defined as the deriv-

ative of eq. IIlI-l.

C ='.d F() II3

Since the derivative of an odd function is an even function,

the, cadoitance must be an even function of volthge., The

voltage V is called the biasing voltage and tt may. be constant

(d-c) or . "function of time (low',rgequency, a-c). The -same
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considerations apply to the dielectric constant versus

biasing field strength In a nonlinear dielectric.

Mueller has measured the capacitance of nonlinear

Rochelle salt condensers in an a-c 'bridge while simul-

taneously applying a d-c biasing voltage.4 0 In this way

the dielectric constant is dete.mined versus biasing field

strength. This method is found to be satisfactory in

predicting the operation of the nonlinear condensers in

circuit applications Where the bias really is d-c. -owever,

in circuits where modulation is to be obtaIned by super-

imposing low frequency a-- on the biasing voltages the

capacitance and loss as a function of time can not Abe

correctly predicted from the measurements withl&-c, ibs -

To obtain the necessary information" we have devid . method

of applying a low frequency a-c biasing voit ae: bstead of

(or in addition to) d-c, and of-measuring 'the cai*.#tance
6/

and loss yersus the phase of this a- voltage. -

2. Description of Apparatusl- :

The apparatus used for most -of the -measurements at

frequencies from one tenth to three megacycles consists of

a General Radio type 916-A impedance bridge with a type

07004 beat-frequency oscillator as a generator and a Dumont

type 224 Oscilloscope as .an indicator. A wide band amplifier,
shown in fig. 7- is used between the bridge and: the dscillo-" 4N

s ope. The, amplifier 'has a' voltage gain of about 70. .At

j ... . ._
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considerations apply to the dielectric constant versus

biasing field strength in a nonlinear dielectric.

Mueller has measured the capacitance of nonlinear

Rochelle salt condensers in an a-c 'bridge while simul-

taneously applying a d-c biasing voltage. 4 0 In this way

the dielectric constant is determined versus biasing field

strength. This method is found to be satisfactory in

predicting the-operation of the nonlinear condensers in

circuit applications where the bias really is d-c. However,

in circuits where modulation is to be obtained by super-

imposing low frequency a-c on the biasing voltage, the

.capacitance and loss as a function of time can not be

correctly predicted from the measurements with d-€ bias.

To obtain the necessary information' we have devised a method

of applying a low frequency a-c biasing voltage instead of

(or in-addition to) d-c, and of measuring the capacitance

and loss versus the phase of this .a-d voltage.

.2. Description of Apparatus-

The apparatus used for most of the measurements at

frequencies from one tenth to three megacycles consists of

a-General RidiO type 916-A impedance bridge with a type

700-A beat-frequency oscillator as a generator and a Dumont

type 224 oscilloscope as,.an Indicator. A wide band ampifier,

,shown in fig. 7, is used between the bridge 'and the- Oslio- ,

scop. The ampIfier has a voltage gain of about 70. .At

S
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19. V

higher frequencies than three megacycles a General Radio

type 605-B signal generator and a National type ERO receiver

are used as generator and detector respectively.

The method of mounting the sample is shown in fig. E.

The sample, not visible in this picture, is held in a spring

clip which makes contact with both electrodes and is sup-

ported by its lead wires, one of which connects to the

ceramic bushing in the center of the picture, and the other

to a ground terminal close by on the vertical panel. The

ceramnic sample is inameised in an oil bath in 'a cup about

two inches in diameter. The cup is supported by a coiled

copper tube soldered to it, through whic a refrigerant

can be circulated for cooling the oil bath.

The biasing voltage connects to the pin Jack visible

on the vertical panel and is by-passed to ground by a .008!

mfd. condenser at this point. The Jack also connects through

a 30 mh. choke, visible behind the right end of the ceramic

bushing, to the terminal which the bushing supports.

The unbalance voltage from the bridge after amplifica-

tion, is applied directly to the vertical deflection plates

of the oscilloscope, i.e. without detection, So that the

cathode ray bedm is deflected at the measuing frequency.

The pattern on the screen of the oscilloscope thus takes

the form of a horizontal band, which is straight if d-c bias

is used on the nonlinear condenser. When the bridge is

brbught into balance, this band Contracts to a :straight line.

L4
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The use of the oscilloscope as an indicator is

esl-ecially valuable in measuring the- capacitance when an a-c

biasing voltage of low frequency compared to the measuring 4

frequency is used instead of d-c. In this case the sweep

pattern, when synchronized to the biasing voltage, dilates

during those portions of the sweep cycle where the capacitance

of the specimen is poorly balanced in the bridge circuit

and-contracts during those portions where the eapacitance is

near the correct value for balance. If balance occurs at

any point during the sweep cycle, then the, oscilloscope

pattern closes at this point. Using this method it is

possible to measure the capacitance of the specimen versus

the instantaneous phase of the biasing voltage. &

It Is interesting-to note that in these tests the output

of the bridge really is an amplitude modulated wave. By,

applying d-c in addition to a relatively small a-c biasing

voltage and by slightly unbalancing the bridge, the envelope

of the output as seen on the oscilloscope can be made to

reproduce more or less faithfully the low frequency biasing

voltage. In this. case the bridge circuit with the nonlinear

condenser functions as a linear amplitude modulator* Not

- only can the operation of the nonlinear condenser as 'an

amplitude modulator be ollserved directly on the oscilloscope,

but It can also be measured" accurately by. the method We have

devided., It is to be stressed that we 'have undertaken to

.....

I.!
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measure the .undamental properties of. the dielectric which

pertain to its use in any modulator circuit. But if one

seeks in our work an experimentai demonstration of an,

amplitude modulator circuit, one has to look no further than

our measuring apparatus.

The dielectric constant of barium titanate is very

sensitive to temperature. Consequently, we have to make

measurements both above and below room temperature and we

have to be able to hold the temperature constant over a

period of time.

To raise the temperature above room temperature we

use a small electric heater below the oil bath and to

reduce the temperature below room temperature we pump

some butyl alcohol first through a coiled copper tube in

a dry ice bath and then through the copper tube around

the oil bath holding the sample. The dry ice bath

consists of a mixture of dry ice and butyl alcohol in a

gallon size thermos Jar. The coiled copper tube in the

dry Ice bath consists of two lengths if j inch diameter

copper tubing about ten feet long connected in parallel

and wound ih the form of a coil. The pump is a small

cetrifugal qirculating pump. The pump, dry ice bath and

oil bath are connected by rubber tubing which is insulated

with hair felt. An adjustable thermostat (Fenwal) mounted

in the cover (not shown) of the rectangular box shown in

fig. 6 is used to control the heater or the circulating

.>-~ ~-;i,--'- *--.-
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pump. Some difficulty is encountered in controlling

the bath at temperatures slightly below ambient. In-

this case the heater is turned on continuously, the

flow of refrigerant is throttled dowm to a trickle and

the pump is operated only intermittently by means of a

* switch which is connected in series with the thermostat
p

and turns the power on for about two seconds during a

cycle of about eight seconds. With these precautions,

the temperature can be controlled automatically to within

*1 degree at any temperature from -50 to t1350 C.

3. Determination of Dielectric Constant and Loas-

The fUndamental properties of the dielectric, namely

the dielectric constant and loss, are to be determined from

impedance measurements of a sample condenser. If the

condenser has a capac4tance C, its impedance Z at a

frequency W /27r is normally written

1 (111-4)

The fact that Z is not a pure reactance can be attributed

to a complex value of the capacitance.

C = C' -C"V

or

- = JWC= wUC".Jwt ' (PIO-O)

|'

C'- C'-
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&uC. is thus equivalent to the conductance of the condenser

and is responsible for its loss.

The complex capacitance of the condenser depends on

the cdmplex permittivity E *of the dielectric material which

it contains.

0 C  (III-G)C o

where Co is called the vacuum capacitance and 4, is the
1 II

permittivity of free space. If E*= £' - £ the

relation between a* and C may be written

1C' El C.--- .7-- = To--7eJ Co Cm-?)

is normally called the dielectric constant and

is called the loss factor. The ratio of e to . is

called the loss tangent.

'The vacuum capacitance Co is determined by the*

electrode configuration and -the permittivity of free space.

For parallel plane electrodes of area A and separation d,

the vacuum capacitance is

CO= (111-8)

The vacuum capacitance can be determined either from

measurements of tha area of the electrodes and thickness of

the dielectric (eq. 111-8) or from the capacitance C' and

the dielectric constant (eq. III-7) if the latter is

known.

-~ - ,- --- -~-- -------- ---.--------
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The- thickness is measured by means of a dial

indicator gage before the silver electrodes are applied.

The diameter of the spot of silver paint is measured in

several directions and averaged. An edge correction is

necessary in order to find the effective area in eq. 111-8.

Since we did not find an appropriate formula for high-

dielectric-constant materials, we have derived such a

formula by a simple Schwarz-Christoffel transformation in

Appendix A.

Our measurements of area are relatively inaccurate,

while the capacitance can be measured with good accuracy.

Therefore, values of are determined initially

for different samples of the same material by substituting

eq. 111-8 in eq. 111-7.

C' " (111-9)

The values of Co are finally determined from the measured

values of C' by substituting the average of. in

eq. II-7. The values of CO so obtained are at least

consistent with the measured values of capacitance.

In interpreting the results of the bridge measure-

ments, +one has to be careful to make all the necessary

obrrectiont for stray capacitance and inductance in the

lead wires and the choke coil. The stray capacitances

ad ,admittance of the choke coil are effectively in paral-

lei with the sample and can be measured all at once by

A,
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opening the spring contact on the sample holder. The

inductance and resistance of the lead wires can be measured

by short circuiting the spring contact and amount to O.* 4 ,')

* ohms at a frequency of 10 megacycles. At 25 megacycles

the series inductance is practically in resonance with the

capacitance of the sample, making the accuracy -very poor at

and above this frequency.

4

* S
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

II
1. Dielectric Constant and Loss Versus Fiel~d Strength-

We have measured the dielectric constant and loss at"

room temperature versus d-c hnd a-c field strength for*
barium titanate and for the mixture of barium and strontium

titanates. The room temperature is below the Curie point-

for the barium titanate and above the Curie point for the

mixture. As a result the dielectric properties versus

field strength are quite different for the two materials.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of that is typical

of barium titanate at ordinary temperatures with d-c bias.

The field strength is expressed in megavolts per meter.

This figure shows the values of dielectric constant at a

frequency of 400 Kc for both increasing and decreasing

fields. The fact that there is a difference is an indication

of hysteresis, but there is not nearly as much difference

here as that shown for Rochelle salt in fig. 35. The loss
factor under the same conditions is shown in fig. 9 in which

the effects of hysteresis are more noticeable, but still-the

loss tangent is quite small-rless than three percent.

Fig. 10 shows the corresponding field strength dependence

of Elk. at a frequency of 10 ,c. At this frequency 'the

value of varies much more rapidly as a function of

field strength and there is more indication of hysteresis
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than at 400 Kc. The loss factor under these conditions

is shown in fig. 11 which indicates a very strong hysteresis-

effect. The interfsection of the return curve at 400 on the

vertic l axis indicates a rather high remanent polarizationj

and the distance of the minimum to the left indicates a

coercive field strength of about 0.5 Xv/m , This value may-

be subject to a rather large error because the curve is

drawn with so few experimental points. In fig. 9 the cor-

responding value for the coercive field strength is 0.8 Mv/,.

The variation of EAC< with 60 cycle a-c bias is

indicated in fig. 12. Here -61 is plotted versus phase

of the a-c biasing voltage. The same data are plottted in

fig. 13 versus field strength. The' latter figure shows

substantially more hysteresis thait does fig. 9. However

the most striking difference between the results with d-c

bias and with a-c bias is indicated in fig. 14, which 'shows

the loss factor versui 60 cycle fIeld strength. This figukre

shows that with 60 cycle bias voltage the loss rises to

values more than ten times the highest +values with d-c bias.

This is not at all what one would expect and it is very

important because it indicates that barium titanate is

practically useless at normal temperatures for many of the

applications we have in mind for-a nolinear condenser.

This was 6 very disappointing discovery, but fortunately the

investigation was not dropped at this, point..+

+a
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As we have shown, -the dielectric constant depends not

only on the value of the d-c field strength, but also on

its past history'. In making a series of measurements it

is sometimes very awkward to have to put the condenser

through a prescribed cycle of voltages before each measure-

ment. The situation is further complicated by a slow

drift of the dielectric constant following application of

any fixed voltage. For these reasons we greatly prefer

to make measurements, exclusively with an a-c biasing

voltage. Accordingly we have adopted a method of measuring

the dielectric constant and loss factor at the peak of the

60 cycle biasing voltage. If the values are different at

the positive and negative peaks, as they are in figs. 15

and 14, then the two values are averaged. The results of

such a series of measurements are shown in figs. 15 and

16s giving the dielectric constant and loss factor respect-

ively. Each point on these curves corresponds to a different

.amplitude of the a-c biasing voltage.

So far we have measured the dielectric constant of

barium titanate versus field strength by three different

methods and each method gives a different result, as can

be seen by comparing figs. 8, 13 and 15. The principal

differences occur at low field strengths, however, and are

not so important at the high field strengths.

In the case of the mixture of 75% barium titanate and;

25% strontium titanates the situation is quite different. 

\K
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The dielectric constant versus d-c field strength is shown

In fig. 17, It turns out that the same curve is obtained

,by a-c measurements and there is no evidence of hysteresis,

The corresponding loss is quite smual even with a-c bias.

The explanation of these phenomena is that in the case of

barium titanate we are operating at a temperature below the

Curie point, while .in the case of the mixture we are operating

at a temperature above the Curie point. This explanation

-receives further confirmation in the measurements of dielectric

properties versus temperature.

The results obtained for the mixture of barium and

strontium titanates indicate that above the Curie point

the dielectric constant is a definite function of the biasing

field strength. Therefore we are encouragee' to look for a

theoretical explanation for the nature of this function.

Our derivation is based on a simple relation between electric

displacement D and field strength E.

B= D (IV-l)

where io and .4 are constant at a given temperature. The

derivation of the resulting equation for E versus

(f - dD/dE = ! ) is given in Appendix B.

(Iv-2)
4E
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where g

E=4 7

Eq. IV-;. is plotted in fig. 18. If this figure is

compared with the experimental curve of fig. 17, it is

seen that the experimental values for barium-strontium

titanate are given with good accuracy by eq. IV-2 putting

- = 5130 and Eo = 0.77 Mv/w4. It is important

to note that eq. IV-2 involves only these two parameters,

the permittivity E, at low field strengths and the field

strength Eo which reduces E to one half its initial value

I.. This fact greatly simplifies the work involved in

measuring the nonlinear dielectric properties as a function

of temperature, etc. Instead of having to measure many

points to determine a curve of E versus field strength,

only two points are required to establish the two parameters

which describe the entire curve.

At temperatures below the Curie point, where hysteresis

is encountered, the situation is not so simple, as our

measurements have shown. Considerable divergence in is

possible at a given value of field strength. However even in

this case it Is instructive to determine the field strength

90 at which 6 is reduced to half its initial value. It is

also important to obtain some measure of the phenomenon

indicated in fig. 14. This is done by averaging the maximum

values of /4 and sub tracting the value of

x
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obtained with the bial voltage turned off. The peak value

of the a-c field strength for this measurement is adjusted

to the value Eo . The parameter measured in this way is

designated by the symbol A

2. Nonlinear Dielectric Properties Versus Temperature-

As one would expect, the dielectric constant and loss

as functions 6f temperature are very similar to the data

given in figs. 1 and 2, with the exceptions that the high

losses at -200 C in fig. 1 disappear and the Curie point for

the mixture comes at a lower temperature than that in fig. 2.

The data that are of particular interest are the nonlinear

Parameters B0 and The results for barium titanate

are of theoretical interest because they show anomalies at

the secondary Curie point similar in some respects to those

at the Curie point. The results for barium-strontium

titanate are of practical interest because we find this

material is preferable for use in nonlinear condensers,,

Fig. 19 shows the dielectric constant and loss factor

of barium titanate at low field strengths versus temperature

from our measurements at 400 Kc. These curves can be compared

with fig. 1, Which shows the corresponding results at a

frequency of 1 Kc. The Curie point is determined by the

peak In the' /* curve, which' bcurs at about +117 0 C.

The nonlinear chracteristics of barium titanate are

represented by Eo, shown versus temperature in fig., 20.-

11m
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. i field strength required to reduce to one half

its initial value. These results arebased on measurements

with a-c bias. It is interesting to note tho minimum which

occurs at the Curie point and a second minimum occurring at

1O°C, which corresponds to a secondary Curie point. Fig. 21

shows the increase in loss factor measuring the phenomenon

shown in fig. 14. Values of 6E,4 are plotted versus

temperature. One notices the rapid disappearance of this

phenomenon above , the Curie point. The sudden rise at the

secondary Curie point, lO°C, is also very striking. The

high losses were maintained at lower temperatures than O°C

but the maximum field strength was less than E0 for these

temperatures.

Fig. 22 shows the dielectric 'constant and loss factor

at low field strengths versus temperature for the mixture

75% barium and 25% strontium titanate. The curve for

indicates that the Curie point is 17C. There is a dis-

crepancy of 200 C between this value and the value indicated

in fig. 2 for material of presumably the same composition.

It is possible that there may have been enough actual dif-

ference in the composition of these materials to account for

this. Vig. 23 shows the reciprocal of the dielectric constant

versus temzperature. This figure shows agreement with the Curie-

Wess lawst both above and below the Curie point, as indicated

by the straight lines which have the correct relatle slopes

according to the theory derived in the' next chapter. Fig. 24 ,

-5i
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shows the field strength Eo, which is required to reduce

to half its initial value, versus temperature. It is noted

that the minimum occurs at a lower va±ue and is broader than

for pure barium titanate. A Curie-Weiss law, derived in

Appendix B. is valid for Eo above the Curie point. To check

this w.- have shown EOY3 versus temperature in fig. 25. The

fact that the experimental data fall on a straight line above

the Curie point indicates that the coefficient @ in eq. IV-I

is a constant independent of temperature. Fig. 26 shows the

increase in loss factor of the barium and strontium titanate

mixture resulting from a-c bias, and indicates, as one would

expect, that this phenomenon disappears above the Curie point.

3. Dielectric Constant and Loss Versus Frequency-

One of the most surprising results of our investigation

was the extreme variation in dielectric cbnstant and loss

which we found in our samples of barium titanate as a function

of frequency. Fig. 27, for example, shows the real component

of capacitance of one of our samples versus frequency, while fig.

28 shows the corresponding imaginary or loss component of

capacitance. The loss component is perhaps more instructive

because it shows a peak corresponding to each resonance fre-

quency. The Situation is even more complicated than these

figures indicate, however, because what appears in the figures

as a simple resonance, for example at 500 Ko, is really a

complex pattern with much finer detail than we have attempted
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to 'measure. The above results were obtained with sample

no. 4 which had alpainted silver electrode on the back.

Tests at diffierent field strengths inidicate-that the

resonance frequencies do hot shift noticeably with field

We found that these resonances could be observed only

if the dielectric is polarized. In the absence of an

electric field or any remanent polarizbationv the effect

-disappears acopletely. The variation 0±f loss factor a3,a

function of d-c field strength at one 6f~the revonanc6

frequencies is shown in fig. 11, which %we have already

discussed. This figure shows that the loss due to the

remanent polarization, with no external. field applied,$ can-

be. very pronounced. As a matter of fact, the loss at a

-resonance frequency pan be :Ised' as a very- sensitive indica-

f tion of remanent polarization.

The next step was toq study the effect of temperature

on this resosiance phenomenon. For this test sample no. 18

with I i platinum foil electrode was used. -The results are

shown in fig. 29. The highest temperature used for, this

test had to be below the Curie point of barium. titanate.

The. conductivity, and possibility of, breakdown. at high temip-

-erature made it i*possible. to apply the high fieJ4 strentgth

for any length of time at higher tempratures6,. The rXesbi-.

-ndhces indicated in ±'ijc, 9-are alluiuch mor"O tdible, than.'

those in, fign. '28., Tkhe reponance frequencies, did. not, sem to,

chan4givnoticeably- vith temperature.,

C- .(~67'
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The results of a corresponding test of the barsium-

strontium titanate a-e shown in fig. ad. Here it was pox-..

sible to make measiurements at and above the Curie point.

These measurements indicate that the resonance-phenomena

disappear above this point. Otherwise the results are not

essentially different than those for barium titanate.

From the- fact that the resonances are all so much

more feeble for samples with the platinum foil eleetrodes,'

it was surmised that 'the resonances might be of a mechanical

nature involving the whole sample in a natural vibrational

mode and that the platinum might act as a damper which would

reduce the Q of the mechanical resonator. The vibrations

fere assumed to be of a type having the direction of motion

parallel to the flat surface of the disc. The resonance

frequencies for vibrations of this type depend only on the

radius of the disc, not on its thickness-which ezplais why

we have observed resonances at about the -same frequencies

for samples of different thickness. To check this interpret-

ation we performed the following experiment propoased by
R.L. Kyhi..

We measured the loss component of capacitance versus

frequency of sample no. 9, which was originally of the same

diameter as samples no. 4 and 5. The. result of this test is

shown in the top curve of fig. 31.' Then we chipped pieces

-of ceramic away from the, edge, thereby reducig the diameter

without affecting in any. way the part bf the ceramic between

- - - -- - - -
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the electrodes. The loss component of Sample no. 9 after

chipping is shown by the lower curve of fig. 51. These curves

indicate that the resonance frequencies have definitely changed

as a result of chipping and that the resonance frequencies are

roughly inversely proportional to the diameter. (The diameter

has been measured with rather poor accuracy), .

A further confirmation of the theory is obtained from a

calculation of the natural frequencies of vibration of a

circular plate. The ratio of the characteristic frequencies

agrees very well witbh or experiment. The details of this

calculation are given in Appdndix C, whTI also shows that

a reasonable, value for YouQ s jiodulus can be- derived from

the experimental values of resonant frequency.

4. D-C Conductiv ity atd Breakdoii Strength--

The d-c conductivity and breakdown strength are additional

factors which determine the usedlness- of these dielectrics in

circuit applications. We have ha& s6dm difficulty in obtaiiing

reliable data on these properties because vexy gradual changes

over a period of time are. involved. If a hi , field strength

is applied continuously the resulting current,: which is small

to start with. apparently causes a steady deterioration in

the dielectric so that the current increases with time. This

is accompanied by a darkening of the dielectrid$ visible

around the edge'of the electrode. For exampe, siample no. 16

of barium-strontium titanate (thickneSS 0.0107 cm., effective
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area .052 cm.2) was subjected to a field strength of

4 Xv/m at a temperature 500C for a period of four days.

Starting from an initial value of about 0.5 jia, the cur-

rent increased at a more or less constant rate of about

5 Fa per day. After remaining with the voltage turned off

for a week at room temperature (25 to 300C) the sample was

again heated to + 500C and the same field reapplied. the

current was then only 11 pa, indicating that the deteriora -"

tion is not entirely permanent. This sample had previously

been able to withstand field strengths up to 5 Mv/m at a

temperature of 1200C for short periods of time.

A similar test on barium titalte, sample no. 5

(thickness .0196 cm., effective area .104 cm.2 ) at a field

strength 2.5 Mv/m and a temperature -250C indicated that the

current reached a saturation value of about 0.1 pa taking

about 8 hours to reach 70% of this value.

The breakdown strength of barium titanate is quoted at

from 4 to.16 Mv/s and a maximum operating field strength of

8 Mv/ has been proposed.28 Since the real danger from

operation at high field strength is not so much a sudden

breakdown as a sloP deterioration, we are inclined to feel

that the latter figure should be revised downward. We pro'-

pose a maximum of 2.5 Mv/ for continuous operation and

4 Miv/m for the maximum instantanebus field strength. It

Would require life tests for a considerably longer period
ht'than ,we have attempted, however, to make sure that even.
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these proposed values of maximum field strength would be

acceptable for engineering applications.

We have measured the conductivity of barium titanate at

relatively weak fields aliowing some time for the~ current to

reach an equilibrium value in each case. The results are

shown in fig. 32.

- -' -.
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V. THEORY OF EROELETRIC DIELECTRICM

1. Introduction-

Until recently the only materials known to have

significant nolinear dielectric propertiex were certain

piezoelectric crystals known as wxeignette-electrics"O

the prototype of this class being Rochelle salt (sel de

Beignette),3 5 (P*7) These crystals are "ferraelectricr at

certain temperatures in that the D versus E characteristics

show'hystefesis like the B versus H characterlstics of iron.

The titanate ceramics which we have studed are likewise

ferroeloctric, as we have already indicated. Therefore the

significance of the r~Aults of our measurements can be

fully appreciated only In comparison with the corresponding

properties of Rochelle salt. Since Rochelle salt has been

studied in greater detail, it is believed worth while to

summarize at this point some of its pertinent dielectric

properties, and to discuss some of the theories applicable

to ferroelectric materials in general.

2. Some Dielectric Properties of Rochelle Salt-

Rochelle salt is characterized by an electric axis

(normally designatad' the X-axis) In which direction

anomalous dielectric properties are observed*5(p510)
The dielectric constant In this direction varies enormously

with temperature, field strength and strain. The dielectric

constant of the free crystal at low field strengths'is shown-

versus temperature In fig. t3.41 At temperatures between
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-180C and -t23.7°C the dielectric constant of the free

crystal in the frequency range 50 - 10,000 cycles/sec has

a minimum of about 200, and rises at these limiting temp-

eratures to very high values ( 1400). Between these "i

temperatures Rochelle. salt is. ferroelectric, as evidenced

by t e hysteresis diagrams shown in the lower row in f~g. 34.

These diagrams were obtained by Kueller 4 1 by the method of

Sawyer and Tower. 4 2

Fig. 35 shows a typical result in this range of temp-

erature for the capacitance measured in an a-c bridge versus

bias. This figure indicates hysteresis in that a different

value of capacitance is measured at the same value of d-c

voltage depending on whether the voltage is increasing or

decreasing. The curves on the right side of the figure are

apparently traversed in a clockwise direction and vise-versa

on the other side.

At temperatures just below -18°C and 'Just above 1 23.70C

the dielectric cocstant can be expresse by Cirie-Weias laws'

whichz.a6 analoeus to the correspanding law for the para- o

magnetic :susceptibility of iron. 5 0 As a resit of this analogy

these tempera tUse are 9*U1d Curie Points. As. an examples,

the Curie-*eia law .for the-djeleetrIc constant at low field

strengths in the teperature range 24. t- 3 C i4

where
C 22400 K
T absolte temperature X

00,1 K (23.0Oc)
perzittivity of free space

*l
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and from 320C to 500C this equation is valid with slightly

different constants.
Cl=171001

Toc 298.4oK (P5.50c)
a similar law is valid just below -180.

It is to be noted that the values of To are slightly

different fr6r the temperature (23.7 0C) at which the dielectric

constant reaches its maximum value. The value of Tc is gener-

ally called the Curie temperature. (to be distinguished here

from the Curie "points* 23.70C and -160C).

Above the upper Curie point (23.70C) the hysteresis

disappears, or in other words the D vs. 9 characteristic
follows the same curve ascending And-descehdingo This in

shown in the upper row of oscillograms in fig. 34. It is,.

important to recognize that although hysteresis disappears.

the relation of D vs. B is nevertheless still nonlinear.

IA this range of temperature, Mueller's technique of

measuring the incremental dielectric constant in an a-c

bridge with a d-c biasing voltage is especially useful and

gives reproducible results which show accurate agreeaent

with the values predicted theoretically. The formula between

fieid strength, dielectric constant and temperature derived

by Nuele2eisr "

= K(t -'to) t Ex (V-9)

Where4
•

1:'
I -
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Spermittivity at weak fields
£ xper~mittivity at field strength E

t =temperatu'o Centigrade
t aCurie, temperature (23. 000)

0 x 13.5
N 800

(c.g.s. electrostatic units. used in this equation)

The excellent agreement between thbLs formula and the.

experimental results is chown in-fig. 36.

Eq. V-2 is consistent with our eq. IV-,s which may be

derived--from it. However, MKueller's equation involves the

Cufie-Welas law, which is not a necessary condiLtion in the

derivation of eq. IV-2, Furthermore, it is not immediately

obvious from Mueller's equation that only two paramneters are

involved.

3. Domain Theory-

It is interesting to note that eqi V-i would give

negative values of elif extl'apolated below the Curile point.

However, 'a negative value of the~ staticz ,dielectric constant is

never found in nature because such a dielectric would be

inherently unstable, For example, an 'R-C circuit,, with a

* condenser OOL ta ing such ~a dielectric, would have transients

with a positive exponential. Thus., instead of being in the

unstable unpolarized state at temperatures below*-the Curie

point, a Rochelle-salt crystal is made~up of a number of

distinct domains'each of which is sponitanbouu14 polarized

An a direction either parallel or antiparallel1 to the X-axcis.,

The domain structure of Rochelle salt is well supported

* by experimental evidence. For exivnple, by 'sprinkcling



Burker's powder 4 5 on the surface isf Ot-heated crystal-the

oppositely charged regions dorresponding 'to 'the domains

become evident, 'From a study of the dust pEtterns, ,-the

size And shape -of the domiains can be kscettained. The.-

domains tend to be in the form' of laiiinae from. 1. "to -8mm

thick in the Y direction and 1 cm. or more in -ex t nparalll

to X and Z. (p4.7W') Differqent tests, on -the samed 3pecihmf

give essentially the same pattern. -hrthatmore there is an

electrical Barkhausen effect,40 indicating discontinuous

jumps in the process of polarization as the field is

gradually increased.

The-domain theory is useful In Interpreting hysteresis

and remanence. If the polarized domains are oriented In a

random fashion, they tend to neu1tralize each other and no

net polarization is observed exterinally. If, however, the

domains aire mnade to point in the same direction by'applying

an'electric'field, then when the field~ is removed the

domains do not completely neutralize each other and a

Permanent state of electrification remains which Is demonstr-

able- as hysteresis or remanence.

4. gktrapdlat ion of the Cdrte-Weiss Law -Below the Upper-
Curie Point-.

The, nonlinear dielectric pheniomena ih'the temperature

range -above, the upper Curie point ts pstated in Kiellerfa,

eq. V4:and. confirmed by experiment can be derived, aswe

=VI

0* -T
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shall show in Appendix .B, from a relatively simple relation

between the electric displacement D and the field strength E.

where

-( - (T - Tc) V

a _- constant

Eq. V-3 can be extrapolated slightly below the Curie point to

-aetermine values of the permittivity of a single domain, but

it should be emphasized that the :results so obtained do not

necessarily agree accurately with observed values for an

aggregate of domains. If T < T. then o( is negative and the

condition D = 0 is unstable as we have indicated, However,

there are now two other stable solutions for D when E = 0.

These are

D~(V-,4)

These solutions correspond to the spontaneors polarization

with its direction either parallel or antiparallel to the

X-axis. The reciprocal of the dielectric constant is

. (v-5)

And on substituting the above value of D one obtains

" --

II
* . . -- ~*



Or (V-6)

Eq. V-6 thus. expresies the Curie-Weiss law valid for

temperatures slightly below the. Curie ,poir't. This law is

confirmed experimenta.17y I ,n the case of Rochelle salt-and

the value of C;I4 ~ as immediately above the Curie

point. 40However, the Curie tempeiiatur 4  T0 in this ca~se Is

abouit 24.8 0 C~ 181i7 ad -to z23._0C above the Curie point.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED APPLICATION,

1. General Conclusions-

We now consider the question of the suitability of

barium titanate and barnum-strontium titanate as nonlinear

dielectrics for circuit applications. We have seen that

barium titanate has two rather serious disadvantages at

normal temperatures. In the first place, the losses are

momentarily excessively high during part of the cycle of

a low frequency biasing or mditlating voltage. Secondly,

the mechanical resonances cause severe fluctuations of

the dielectric properties as a function of frequency.

On the ' other hand, the dielectric constant is relatively

constant over a wide range of temperature.

in the case of baorium-strontium titanate these dif-

ficulties can be avoided by adjusting the composition so

that the Curie ,point comes just below room temperature.

Operation at a temporature just above the Curie point has

the additional advantage that hysteresis is not found in

this range of temperature. However, the initial dielectric

constant and the field strength required to reduce it to

half the initial value depend very critically on temperature

in this range. Even so, the dependence of dielectric

constant ,on temperature at a given field strength is not,

as critical as might be suppoped because the decrease in

intial dielectric constant and the increase in the field

I S. V

V..
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required to reduce it tend to compensate each other. The

resulting variation of dielectric constant with field

strength at different temperatures is shown in fig. 37,

calculated from the data given in figs. 22 and 24.

We have shown that desirable nonlinear dielectric

properties can only be found at temperatures above, the

Curie point. In this case the allowable temperature

range is a fundamental limitation. If the temperature

is too high, Bo may be larger than the breakdown strength,

in which case the dielectrie -onstant is insensitive to

the attainable electric fields. In order to compare the'

. operating temperature ranges of different nonlinear di-

electrics we arbitrarily set as an upper limit the temp-

erature at which Eo is equal to the maximum operating field

strength, and as a lower limit, the Curie point., If the

value 4 Mv/ is taken as the maximum field strength of

barium-strontium titanate, the limiting temperatures 'are

Tntn= 150 C, Tmax = 58.5°0. The corresponding temperature

range for Rochelle salt can be calculated from Mueller's

data. If the maxi"Um field strength for Rochelle salt is

assumed to be 1 Kv/m the limiting temperatures are

Tzn.n= 23'7°d,T mi 31.50 . Tie valu'e 1 V/m is

chosen because it is the highest field strength used by
* 40

M1uler. 0 According to- thesefigures the barium-strontium

. titanate. is a useful nonlineal dielectric -over almost six

times "as great a range of temperature aS Ro helle salt.

t $

K-.
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Furthermore Rochelle salt is piezoelectric in this range

of temperature and will have electromechanical resonances,

which are avoided in the ceramic.

From the experiment in which the resczance frequencies

were shifted by chipping the edge of the samplb, we conclude

that these resonances are of a mechanical nature and that

they must be causdd by an interaction between the electric

field and the mechanical deformation of the dielectric. In

the most general sense, according to Cady,5(Po98)the term

*"electrostrictiony applies to any ifiteracti-dn phenomenon of

hi's 'sort. According to the dictionary, 5 3 the term piq-O

electricity" is used only when electric charge can be

generated as a result of pressure. Eleatrostriction is a

common property of all mate-ials, but, according to Cady
5 p 5 )

only a few crystals are naturally piezoelectric. In fact no

isotropic med-ium can 'be piezoelectric. However, some non-

crystalline and polycrystalline substances can be made r

artificially pizoectric by electrical poLarization(P )
An "electret"., for example, is piezoelectric,,, Our measure-

ments-indicate that barium titafate, too, is piezoelectrlc, -4
at temperatures below the CrOie point if it has either-

induced or remanent polarization. The plesoelectric effect .

is a disadvantage in some respects, -as we have seen, but on

the other hand there- may be useful applications for barium

Stitanate as a .pieoeleotrlc medihm. Vi canlnot make any i
Sspecific proposaU,, however, withoudtiquantitative data.tii

4- 4'1I 4 4
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2. Miscellaneous Circuit Applications--

The first circuit to be considered is the oscillator

shown in fig. 58. In this diagram there are. two nonlinear

condensers each designated C1 and represented by a new

characteristic symbol in order to distinguish them from

conventional condensers. The inductances marked L. are

the usual choke coils and the condensers CB are the usual

by-pass or blocking condensers. When the circuit is

oscillating properly, an a-c voltage V1 appears across the

inductance L1, so the a-c voltage across each condenser Cl

is V1. This voltage is small compared to the control bias

Vo which determines the effective value of C1 in accordance

with the curves shown in fig. 37.

The frequency of oscillation is determined by the

inductance ti and the capacitance jCl.

21r VyL,(V)
Thus if the capacitance can be changed by a ratio 2:1,

the frequency can in this way be controlled over a range

1.4:1. The circuit shown in the figure with two equal

condensers, Cl tends to reduce the even harmonics because

the condensers operate in "push pull" as far as the oscil-

iating circuit is cohcernedj.

The use of a nonlinear Rochelle salt condenser to

-control the frequency of al -  oscillator was demonstrated at
40low f;requency by Mueller in 193. 4  Ciruits operating on

this ,principle could be used at. higher frequencies to

I 4'

o4
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-replace the reactance tubes used for automatic frequency

control and frequency modulation, 5 (scil l a tors with various

types of resistance-capacitance feedback using several non-

linea, condensers controlled by a common bias -could be

operated in i similar manner over a wider range of frequency

than the circuit shown in fig.$ because the frequency of

this type of oscillator is Inversely 'proportional to he

capacitance rather than to its square root. Circuits of

this, latter type might also find useful applications.3*

"The circuit shown in fig, 39 makes use of the nonlinear

condenser to generate harmonics of the applied fumdametal

frequency. 'The values of L1 and Cj are tlu;d to resonance

at the fundamental or input frequencyp while L2 and C2 are

'* tuned to the harmonic frequency. The field strength at the-

fundamental frequency is so high in condenser C3 that- IV-2

is not helpful in analyzing the operation of this .ircuit.

Instead one would make use of the original relation between

D and E given by eq. -V-I.

B 0( D±~ (Iv-.l)

where,

16 1

"he detalled analysis of the opera tion of tis circuit

iS a rather complex problem whfch could, 'appropriately be

solved 'on the differential analyzer. We, have, not done this,

17
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but it is relatively easy to see that harmonics must be

generat3d bebause the current and woltage cannot both be

-sinusoid)in a nonlinear circuit element if the amplitudes

are high. It is also clear that the ai-propriate harmonic

frequency, if generated, will be delivered efficiently to

the output. Harmonic generation by means of a nonlinear .

condenser is very similar in principle to harmonic generation

with a nonlinear inductor9'13 or -with a nonlinear resistor.

Another circuit making use of nonlinear condensers is

the ampitude modulator shown in fig. 40. In this circuit

r-f power is introduced in thle primary L3 of. a transformer

with balanced secondary'windings L1 and L2 . The secondaries

are -then connected to the output in opposition. A Condenser,

C2 connected across the secondary winding L2 , is tuned nearly

to resonance while two nonlinear condensers C1 are connected

in series across Li . Thus if iC1 - 2, the voltages appearing

across each secondary are equal and they cancel as far as the

output is concerned. If C1 changes by a small amount as a

result of a change in d-c bias, or as a result of a small d-.c

signal voltage, the r-f voltage across winding Ll will like-

WiSe clnge and will fail to cancel that across L2. The dif-

ferenc6 voltage appears at the output terminals. If a
slowly varying or low frequency input.,sigl is applied in-

stead of d-c, then the circuit can operate as a.-balanced *-

modulatdor, or if the: dc bias 'is shifted slightly the same

circuit can. operate as ahi unbalanced modulator :in Which case
~he eelope of the output ;votage is a facsimile of the

s~gnal input.

,I-, , , -:. . . .. .. = , .. ..... . ..
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The circuit shovm in fig. 40 is just one example of

the many ways of obtaining amplitude modulation with a

nonlinear condenser. Our measuring circuit is another

exampIe, and can be used to deponstrate ampjitude m6d-

ulation by this means.

The amplitude mdulat6r circuit has some interesting

posslbilities when its analogy to the magnetic amplifier1 '2 0

is considered. Like the magnetic amplifier, this circuit

can be used to control a relatively large amount of r-f

power with a small amount of low frequency signal power,

and the theoretical limit of power amplification is equal

to the ratio of the r-f carrier frequency to the highest

signal frequency to be amplified. It has the advantage that

it can operate at higher frequencies than the ,magnetic

amplifier. It Iight be useful, for example, as a modulator

in telephone carrier systems where copper-oxide rectifiers4

.are used at present. The dielectric moulator would in

this case amplify the signal instead of attenuating it and

would be scarcely'any more complicated, han the copper-oxide

modulator.

" The output of the amplitude modulator can be connected

to 4a demodulator using a crystal rectifier, for example,

if siple, saplificaticn is' 1slred. This is indicated in-

fig., 41. This amplIfier is an interesting novelty in that

±t . us*6seS; no vacua ttubi s although 'it. does require a high

this cicuit are envisaged at tha present tme..

i# 7----

~~!- j - - -t
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3. Application as a Phase Modulator-

The modulation of frequency and amplitude has already

been considered. To complete the picture, fig. 42 shows a

circuit for phase modulation consisting of a ladder network

with series capacitance and shunt inductance. The phase

shift per section, which depends on the value of the capacitance,

can be controlled by a d-a bias or by a low frequency modulating

signal and the total phase shift of a hetwork of N sections

will be N times this value.

A linear relation between applied voltage and phase

shift is an important object in the design of a circuit of

this type. However the relation between dielectric constant

and field strength in fig. 37 is far frcm linear. To correct

for this we have chosen a particular ladder network which

has the desired coapensating nonlinear relation between capa-

citance and phase shift per section. The results which we

will describe cannot be obtained with the series-L, shunt-C

ladder network. At a frequency ,)T the phase shift
per section is given by1 8 ( p ' 1 9 4 )

Cos :12 i- L . - (VI-2)Cl

,,where

The dimensions of the nonlinear condenser are thosen so that

the capacitance is Cjx assuming that o 1100.

441 --
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In other words

C 1100 (VI-4)

On the basis of eqs. VI-2 and VI-4 and the data given in

fig. 37 we have calculated the phase shift per section of a

ladder network-and the results for different temperatures are

shown in fig. 43. This figure indicates that the modulation

* characteristic is nearly a straigit line and that each section

can furnish phase modulation of at least .* 20 degrees. 'In

each case the graphically calculated second harmonic distortion

is less than two percent.

The characteristic impedance of the mid-series terminated

network is 1 8 (p. 1 94 )

'C, ,4."C 5
" 

- I c, (C/ (VI-5)

If C c3x we have

S (Rt)= 0 (VI-)

The latter, result indicates that if the termination is

matchedl to the characteristic impedance when C1 = Cl, i.e.

Ro  Rx,. then the reflection coeffibients (R6 - it)/(Rd+ Rt),.

will be very small even if C1 changes-slightly. It is i.i-

portant to prevent reflections in this netwok because a"

reflected signal can interfere With -the direc!y .transmited

S *t
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,signal.thereby causing spurious resultsi :f So and WM

are specified ,Clx and L can be derived from them making:

use of eqs. VIS and VI-6o

It is important .tO ,bear in mind that a signal trans-

mitted in this network suffers a delay and that the delay

time ,per section is7 (p
476 )

'it(VI-9) 9

Noting that
d _ (VI-lO) i

F7Cos  _sin d ,.i

and putting C1 = Clx, we have

And the delay for N sections is N times this value.'

It is clear that in order to modulate faithfully at-

high audio frequencies the ladder network should be so

designed that the total delay is less than one-half cycle of

the highest audio frequency with which it is to be ,moduiated.4

If this frequency is WV2 we have

7r (VI-12)
1AJ A).

and the maximum permissible numbet of sections'is

.The ladder network is essentially a. modulator of' phase.

" -en, it for, the basis of a frequency modula-tion system it,
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is necessary to predistort the modulating signal so that

tht% low freqUencies are emphasized ininverse proportion

to frequency. This is done by the resistor and condenser

R2 and 2 connected to every other section. This resistor

and condenser also act as a filver to prevent undesired

leakage of-the cari'ier frequency. The time constant of the
w/ 7r

resistdV and condenser determine a lower limitAto the modulat-

ing frequency.-
= - (VI-14)

As a nuierical example we will design a ladder network

with the maximum number of sections for a carrier frequency

of 500 Kc and for m6dulating frequencies from 50 to 20,000

cyles per second with a characteristic .impedance of 1000 ohms.
rI

iT Gc% I2= "r X '--- 010 0 .

- - -a I

-itm : -Shift:ine~~t~n-p~bS'se: .3-~t -91 ,--
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The- advantages of this circuit become evident whehi one

considers the usual methods of obtaining phase modulation in

frequency-modulated transmitters. The Armstrong 'system of

frequency-modulation, for example, makes use of phase modulat-

ion of a crystal controlled oscillator.2'8 This is done by

combining the output of a balanced amplitude' modulator with

a carrier which is 90 degrees out of phase. This arrangement

provides a maximum phase-shift of about :* 25 degrees if the

harmonic distortion is to be, less than 5%. This is followed

by a complicated system of frequency mltipiiers and hetero-,

•dyne ciLcuits in order to obtain a makimum phase deviation of

about #100 to 200 cycles at the final output frequency.

In order to eliminate some of the frequency multiplication

circuits an ingenious Scheme has been worked out using a special-

ly designed cathode ray tube1 5 having a circular sweep "gperating

at the frequency of a crystal cntrolled oscillator. The diameter

of the sweep -circle i then controlled by the modulating signal.

The phase modulated output is obtained from special spiral

shaped electrodes on the screen. In this system the, maximum

phase sAif't is determined by the number of revolutions made

S , by each spiral electrode. .Tubes proyiding a phase shift Of as

high as. ,2.5 cycles have been dqscribed.

Another system for obtaining 'a large, .phase shift is based

on pulsetechn.ques.' By ,thiS method phase shifts up to t ,

cY,6p can be obtained i th qdistortidni usink a- carrier -

c ca - ~ ed l -. s -, - ---- ---- -
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frequency of 200 Kc.

In contrast with the alteriative methods de-ciibed

above the ladder network has the advantages of complete

flexibility in design and simplicity of operation. It

introduces :a relatively large amount of phase shift

thereby greatly simplifying the design of frequency-

modulation transmitters.

4. Summary of our Results-

a. We have derived a new general formula for the dielectric

constant versus field strength in a nonlinear dielectric,

making use of a new parameter-namely the critical field

strength required to reduce the dielectric constant to half

its original value at low field strength. Our measurements

agree with. this formula especially &t temperatures above the

Curie point. The critical field strength denends on temp-

erature in. the manner we havi predicted in accordance with

the Curie-Weiss laws.

b. We have devised a new measuring technique making. it

possible to determine the dielectric constant and, loss factor

at high frequency as a function of time during the cycle of

a low-frequency biasing voltage. 'This type of measureenft

is necessary in order to predict the operatioii:of a non-

linear condenser in a modulator circuit.- We find that at

'temperatuies above the Curie point the results of this

method agree well with measurements made with d-c bias, but

at temperatures below the Curie p do not agreeI

at " urie he d~ibtagre' "*'' '

4'
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In fact the losses are found to be so much greater in

the latter range of temperature with d-c bias, instead of .- ,

that the general application of a nonlinear dielectric in

modulator circuits is conqidered impractical under these

conditicns.

c. We have obtained extensive data on the dielectric

properties of barium titanate and a mixture of barium and

strontium titanates as a function of biasing field strength

temperature an- f~pequency. In addition to any theoretical

value they may have, thesel data are especially pertinent

to the esign of modulator circuits.

d,, In measuring the dielectric constant and\ loss versus

frequency we have found a surprising series of' resonance

phenomena which occurred only during or after application

of a moderately strong, d-c field. Upon application of a

weaker field of reversed polarity the resonances could be

fterased". The resonance frequencies viere found to be

relatively independent of field strength ard tempera uue

except tha. they disappeared above the Curie point. The

resonance frequencles were finally shown to correspond to

the mechanical modes ot vibration, a facdtwhich proves the

existence of a new electrostriction or piezoelectric

phienomenon in barium titanate.

e. Our measuring circuit has served to demonstrate the

application of a nonlinear condenser as an amplitude

, modulator.



. Wie have work~ed out-~the details for the design of an

original phase-modulator circutit suitable for use in a4

frequency-mnodulation, transrnittetj Th-is met_'I od allowis

th,' direct mochlatioir of' phase over a range of several

cycles without vacuu~a tubes-,. thus'perzittihg a- substantidl

simpl.ification in the circuits now used in frecqu~ncy-

modulation transmitters.
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. - AP ENDMXA

Calculation of Edge: Correction-

Edge corrections for various types of flat plate

condensers have been worked out by Scott and Curtis.52

However it is not felt that, their solutions are quite.

appropriate for the problem at hand, which involves a

thin ceramic disc of thickness d with a very high di-

electric constant. A.small circular electrode of diam-

:oter D is fired on 'to the top, while the other electrode

"covers the entire bottom. If the electric field went

straight acros's from the top electrode to the bottom

with no fringing flux at the edge, the calculated capac-

itance would be

Cc (A-l)

Instead, the capacitance is, larger than this as a result

of the fringing flux at the edge of the electrode. To

,account for this the upper electrode can be assigned an

.effective, diameter De which, when substituted In the above

formula gives the true capacitance.

'a' (--2)

where

a, g is-then cailed the.edge correction,,

The edge- correction should be, about the same for .a

s-traight-edge as for a curved edge, as long "as the radius



of.curvature D/2 is large colmpared to the thickneis d.

Therefore we shall calculate the edge correction fdr an

infinitely long straight edge, a cross section of which

is shown below.

"top

( ~ \ \ '.\\ \

loo to i
eject1roce

The electric field is perpendicular to the electrode

surfaces, which are equipotentials. To find the boundary

condition at the exposed surface of the dielectric we make

use of the fact that the dielectric has a very high dielectric

constant so that the electric flux tends to be confined to

the dielectric and therefore is horizontal at the exposed

surface.

By combining the field with its mirror image about the

x-axis the solution of the problem is reduced to the following

electrode configuration.

Y- axis

D ~ e ;

113, i

• • "i z-pltne
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In order to solve this problem the above z-plane

diagram is mapped on the upper half -of the w-plane)indicated

tranforatio. 5 (p 125)below, by means of a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. 1

The points A,B,C and D on the z-plane are to be trans-

formed to .the corresponding points on the w-plane. The

differential equation for this transformation is derived in

the usual' manner.

W[ (W+11)- w  (W~ " (W T, (A-4)

where K is a scale constant determined below.

00 + Ar wt

<>o r (A-5)

o7r
The solution of eq. A-4 is

z~ K lot W-I +C '(A-6)

Tr 'Ar'[ I
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where C is the constant of integration, determined as follows.

z 0., when w= -1

0 = log 4 + C' (A-7)

C .-(log4 

For large values of w (w>> 1) eq. A-6 may be simplified to

z4.& 7 ~&w)(A- 8)

A parallel-plane condenser can be mapped on the same w-planeo

113 Y "  X  2"' '

C A

* z2 Plane

In this case the transformation equaticin is
II

-z rp01ne

or(A-l0)•
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if z2  0 when w= -1, then C=O0

Z2 -ilog (-w) (A-13.)
in

Comparing A-fl with A-8 we see that for large values.

of w, z differs from z by a ccmstant value, A log 4.

Therefore it follows that this value is the edge correction.-

And the final ,expression for. the edge correction is

De (A-13)

* --

j
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APPENDIX B

Dependence of on Field Strength in a Nonlinear Dielectric-

The electric displacement D is normally an odd function

of the field strengthE in any nonlinear isotropic dielectric

which does not have hysteresis.

where a, b & c are appropriate constants. Alternatively E

may be expressed as an odd-power series in D.

E = o( D + 0 D3 + Y D5 . .. (B-2)
The dielectrics which we have to consider tend to become

saturated at high field strengths. In other words E increases

faster than D. This observation indicates that series (2)

should converge more rapidly than series (1) at high field

strengths (E).. As a matter of fact, series (2) converges

so rapidly that all our experimental results are consistent

with the series approximation which retains only the first

two terms.
H. =X D+ (3 D§ (B4)

For very small values of D, the relation between D and E

is linear and their ratio defines the initial permittivity E/

for low field strength.

Substituting this value of o( in eq. i-S, we have

A -i
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fD. + @D1
E=,DE.D 3 (0-5),

The general permittivity is defined as the slope

of the D ,versus E characteristic

-= E (B-6)

then
-- '19D -- (3 B-7)- 1 2. ,

Solving eq. B;-7 for D and putting the result in eq. B-5

-gives

E6 4 f +2 (B-8A) :

where

4 3

4( (B-3B)

To determine E0 as a function of temperature we may

substitute the 'value of 'given by the Cmuie-Weiss law

(eq. I-i or V-l). Then

Experimentally we find that the relation between E6 and ;

temperature is

''0

4. -
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Bo K(T - Tc) -0

where K is a cognstant. thus we conclude that # is in-

dependent of temptrature while c( has a simple zero at the

Ctivie point.
The appropriate values of C and Tc in degrees Kelvin

and K in megavolts per meter per degree3/  for barium-

strontium titanate and Rochelle salt and several other

crystals are listed in Table II for comparison.

Table Il-Curie-Weiss Law Constants

'Material T0r C K

(Ba-Sr)TiO3  281 88i000 .0112

Rochelle salt 41 296 2,240 '0405

02P04 34 115 5,600

KH2ASO4 91 2,600

Iron so 10"9 0.4

I' -
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APPEND IX C

Vibrational Modes of a Circular Plate--

The natural frequencies of Vibration of a circular

plate in which the motion is parallel to the surface have

been calculated by Petrzilka4 7 and reported by Schmidt. 4 9

Only the modes with circular symmetry have been calculated.

The frequencies of compressional vibrations in this case

are given by

where a = radius

Y = Young'S modulus

r"= Poisson's ratio

e =density

and v is the v-th root of the following equation:

o(e)- O-), (e) =o (-2)

If the value Or 0.3 is assumed, the roots are:

! (2.05 11.73
e.. 5.39 1, 4.'8 A .

8.57'

The-values of the roots are relatively Independent of the 7

value of 0., For example if ;.= 958; 4nly the-first two

are affected.

S2.02A 5.7AB

, Li
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Since the ratio of the frequency of the first overtone

having radial symmetry to that of the fundamental is relatively

independent of the value of r,, we will use the value,

= 0.3, which-is an- average alue for most materials., In

this case the frequency ratio is =  2.65. I fig. 31

(top) the ratio of the resonance frequencies is
I,

1.26/0.50 = 2.52. The relatively weak resonanices at .84

and .95 Me are assumed to correspond to mQdes of Vibration-

that do not have radial symmetry. Considering that the

resonance frequencies must be -influenced somewhat by the

mas of the silver electrodes, which are several thousandths

of an inch thick, and the oil bath, the agreement between

theory and ex-periment is very encouraging.

If the above interpretation is correct and one assumes

the following values,

T" 0.3
4.7

O= 0.30

f 0.50 X 10@

e 2.05,
then Young's modulus can. bs determined from eq,. C-l. The

result of this. _calculation, L Y =6 9 x 101 dynes/cm2 . The

value of Y calculated in this manner is relatively independent

of the value chosen 7or TI. The result obtained above is

within the range ,f Y for electrical porcelains listed in the

Intern .ational Critical Tables- (average 6 tio 10 ll dynes/dk2 ).*
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